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1. Make a “loop” around Miller Plaza to find this sculpture wearing UTC’s colors – 
blue and gold. 

2. If you’re looking for Mayor Berke, this place where he does his work. 
3. Don't walk down Patten too fast or you'll miss this memorial plaque from the 

past. 
4. Follow the wedding bells and look for Victorian stained glass windows just a block 

from The Dwell. 
5. These saplings aren't dying, their paint is just drying. 
6. It's not easy to tap a tune on this instrument, but you should “steel” try! 
7. This four-sided art piece is one of the largest of its kind; it's so big it won’t be hard 

to find. 
8. Find the sign that reads, “Meet, Shop, Eat” – a visit to this old Civil War fort site is 

a shopaholic’s treat. 
9. This is a place where businesses get their start, A.K.A. the Innovation District's 

heart. 
10. Drop off your letters and you’ll find these two sculptures with their stone beaks 

and feathers. 
 

* Scavenger Hunt is available any time of year. Prizes are only available 
during the 2019 Spring Break Safari  promotion March 9-April 7, 2019. 

 
 

ANSWERS 
1) “Arriving Home” blue & gold sculpture in Miller Plaza   2) City Hall   3) WW2 Memorial on Patten Parkway    
4) First Congregational Church (901 Lindsay)   5) Blue Trees at The Bessie Smith Cultural Center   6) “Ain’t Life 
Grand” piano on the lawn of the Bessie Smith Cultural Center   7) MLK mural on AT&T building    
8) Warehouse Row   9) Edney Innovation Center   10) Eagle sculptures outside of the Post Office 
 
Prize: Show all your pictures from the North Shore District to an Information Specialist at the Chattanooga 
Visitors Center for a special treat! Located at 215 Broad Street. 


